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LINCOLN GLAZING PACKAGES TARGET CANADA AND NORTHERN ZONE US
Merrill, WI. (February 26, 2014) – Specific markets require specialized glass packages, prompting Lincoln
to offer additional Low E glazing options. These options, combined with a newly upgraded insulated glass
line now utilizing Intercept’s Stainless Steel Spacer, provide glazing selections to meet the Northern US and
Canada ENERGY STAR® requirements.
Computer engineered intercept spacers have a proven track record for consistent quality, fair prices and
good insulating performance. Lincoln improves upon that system by moving to more energy efficient
Stainless Steel material, a decision based on their premise to consistently invest in and improve upon their
products.
Utilizing LoĒ-180 is a natural choice for meeting the Canadian ENERGY STAR® program requirements
without the added expense of triple pane glass. The beneficial properties of LoĒ-180, such as good U-Value
numbers with solar heat gain, provide exceptional consumer value.
Visit www.lincolnwindows.com to view their large product offering meeting the Canadian and US ENERGY
STAR® standards.
Furthermore, for climates striving for the lowest possible U-value, Lincoln recently enhanced their Dual LowE option. Dual Low-E now combines Cardinal LoĒ-i89 and LoĒ²-272. The updated glazing package hits any
market focused on retaining indoor heat all without added cleaning restrictions.
Clients enjoy saving precious money on heat bills with the updated Dual Low-E glass offering as it has solid
light transmittance numbers with minimal haze and reflectance properties.
Lincoln Wood Products, Inc. has been manufacturing high quality wood windows and patio doors for new construction, remodeling and
light commercial projects for over 60 years. Based in Merrill, Wisconsin, the privately owned company engineers windows and patio
doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding performance and backs it up with exceptional customer service before and after the
sale. Lincoln windows and patio doors are marketed through a network of over 400 independent distributors throughout the U.S. For
more information visit www.lincolnwindows.com or call 800.967.2461.
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